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4 Posizioni indicati 

 by RobynsWorld   

Lamex Lounge 

"Cocktails and Dining"

Diners have a new option for dinner and drinks with the Lamex Lounge in

town. From soft and hard tacos to delicious enchiladas, the menu has

plenty of variety to suit an array of tastes. Apart from this, they also have

an international menu for tourists. The drinks menu is extensive and

features creative cocktails, shots, wine, and beer. Their indoor seating and

the terrace seating area are fabulous and the ambiance is lively and

upbeat. The restaurant is also available for private events. From the warm

staff to the great atmosphere and flavorful menu packed with Mexican

specialties, Lamex Lounge brings some Latin flair to the heart of Frankfurt.

 +49 69 2578 1166  www.lamex-lounge.de/  Kaiserstraße 61, Francoforte

 by jeffreyw   

El Pacifico 

"Mexican folk songs"

This colorful Mexican restaurant is always full, so make sure to book in

advance, otherwise you'll be in for a long wait before you get a table. But

the wait is worth it. The food is a joy for the eyes and the palate and the

hefty portions are guaranteed to make your appetite vanish. Guests can

accompany their meal with a Mexican beer, or wash it down with a fruity

margarita.

 +49 69 44 6988  www.el-pacifico-ffm.de/  info@el-pacifico-ffm.de  Sandweg 79, Francoforte

 by Rosalind Chang on 

Unsplash   

Joe Pena's 

"Busy Mexican Cantina"

Decorated with Latino wall paintings and lit by candles, this busy Mexican

cantina near the university is popular with a young and trendy crowd. Joe

Pena's is often very busy, but the staff always manage to keep on top of

things. The portions are generous and the prices reasonable. A highlight is

the huge selection of tequilas, but make sure you come early, as happy

hour finishes at 8p.

 +49 69 707 5156  frankfurt.joepenas.de/  frankfurt@joepenas.com  Robert-Mayer-Straße 18,

Francoforte

 by DonMarciano   

Tacohaus 

"Great Mexican Fare"

Enjoy fabulous Mexican fare in the heart of Frankfurt with the Tacohaus.

This restaurant should be at the top of your list if you are looking to

experiment with cuisine types. With their authentic menu and well-curated

dishes, they have managed to create quite a stir in the food industry. Try

their tacos, served D.I.Y. style, that come with savory fillings like mole

chicken, conchita pibil, and chipotle beef. Their guacamole is also very

tasty and the caramel custard desserts are delightful. A nice selection of

well-crafted cocktails, coffee, and cold drinks are the perfect
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accompaniment to your meal.

 +49 69 8720 1689  info@tacohaus.de  Hamburger Allee 59, Francoforte
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